
VANTAGGI

ACCESSORIES SURFACES

VEICOLI FEATURES

#PERFÈCTA is the fastest and most effective solution when you need to enhance gloss, 
depth, silky effect and protection in a short time. A follow-on to #CUPIDO, #PERFÈCTA com-
bines the finish of the sealant with sophisticated detergents. The refined formula eliminates 
dirt, water stains and insect residue quickly, bestowing shine and a satin effect on the bo-
dywork, windows, parts in plastic, seals, chrome surfaces etc... #PERFÈCTA is an excellent 
aid for drying because it reduces the risk of hard water staining the surface. It was formulated 
to be compatible with the applied layers of waxes, sealants or nanotechnological coatings. 
Each use adds an extra layer of protection!

DESCRIPTION

#PERFÈCTA can be used on wet or dry surfaces. On a wet surface #PERFÈCTA can help you 
avoid the classic streaks of water that form during drying phase, spray #PERFÈCTA on the 
still wet panel, avoiding excess, and dry with a #SUPER DRYER cloth and water in a single 
solution. On a dry surface it will be possible to use the product in 2 ways, dispensing it on a 
microfiber cloth and then spread it on the area to be treated, making sure to close the work with 
a further finishing step with dry microfiber or dispense it directly on the surface and with a cloth 
in short microfibre, spread it out avoiding any pressure, finishing the job with a further passage 
of dry microfibre cloth. It is advisable during the application to avoid product excesses, carry 
out the spreading and removal by applying little pressure on the surface so as to avoid further 
electrostatic charges.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

AVAILABLE FORMATS

Spray

LAB25 100ml Bottle 6 350

LAB22 500ml Bottle 4 168

LAB35 4500ml Jerry Can 4 32

Code Format

DILUIZIONIDILUTIONS

Pure

#PERFÈCTA can be used on a wet or dry surface. On wet surfaces, spray #PERFÈCTA on 
one panel at a time and dry with a water-absorbent cloth and a single solution of Quick Detailer. 
On dry surfaces, spray #PERFÈCTA on a microfiber cloth or on the bodywork, apply it and 
then dry immediately.
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AVVERTENZESEE THE SAFETY DATA SHEET OR THE LABEL 
FOR PRODUCT SAFETY INFORMATION.

QUICK DETAILER - CLEANING, 
GLOSS & PROTECTION

#PERFÈCTA

Physical state Colorless liquid

pH value at 20°C 5

Density at 20°C 0,97 g/cm3

Solubility in water Fully miscible

RIms

Silk 
effect

Extra 
protection

Self-Cleaning 
barrier

Aluminum parts and chrome insertsBodywork and plastics


